
      bespoke solid wood kitchens 
    
      our only limitation is your imagination

      www.falcon-designer-kitchens.co.uk

making dreams a reality 

handmade in Yorkshire

YPF bespoke kitchens



How to create your dream kitchen?
Decide on a budget
Decide on what wood you would like your kitchen to be made from
Decide on the finish of your kitchen
Decide on the type and make of appliances you would like
Decide ond what accessories and features you would like
Decide on the type of worktops you would like
Decide on your prefered design features

Design
Start with drawing some sketches and create a list of wants and needs
Have a look online to generate some ideas
Gather photos and information of the type of designs, appliances, worktops and accessories you like

Floor plan
Create a floor plan identifying the room dimensions, doors and windows position and sizes
Create a sketch/drawing with the position of the kitchen units type, configuration and size 
The plan/sketch/drawing does not have to be to designer standard, we will create a architect floor plan from the plan supplied

How to make your dream a reality?
Contact YPF to help you to design your dream kitchen
Supply us with a floor plan identifying the room dimensions, doors and windows position and sizes
Supply us with a sketch/drawing with the position of the kitchen units type, configuration and size
Supply us with information of the type of designs, appliances, worktops and accessories you like
We will design your dream kitchen by creating a floor plan, 3d drawings and CGI images showing how your kitchen will look
Once the design has been approved and the order has been placed we will make a sample unit
When the sample unit has been viewed and approved we will start manufacturing
When your kitchen is almost ready we will confirm a installation date
Depending on the size of your kitchen installation will take 2-3 days
After the installation has been completed our workshop manager will visit to make sure that the installation is to your complete satisfaction
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your dream

How to create your dream kitchen?
Set a budget
Have a look online to generate some ideas
Gather photos and information of the type of designs, appliances, worktops and accessories you like
Draw some sketches and create a list of wants and needs
Contact YPF to help you to design your dream kitchen

www.falcon-designer-kitchens.co.uk     Telephone: 07821172061    YPF, Unit 3, Skircoat Road, Halifax, HX1 2QZ, West Yorkshire



designing your dream



manufacturing your dream



making your dream a reality

Our bespoke kitchens are installed pre-assembled with minimal disruption, from delivery to completion only takes 2-3 days in a prepared area 
Once installation has been completed our workshop manager will visit to ensure that the kitchen has been installed to your complete satisfaction
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